A 10-minute activity to get everyone moving!
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HOUSE WORKOUT
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HOUSE WORKOUT

10 Mins

Move & Dance
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Tokyo Ten activities are 10-minute activities
designed to get everyone moving. Try this activity
out in school as part of a whole-school active
assembly, or as an energiser for the class. Set it
as an active homework challenge for families,
and see if they can add new moves to the routine!
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Home
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Equipment
Indoor
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2. Window Wip
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Variations
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• Make up your own
moves for other
housework chores.
• Hold a tin of beans
in each hand to act
as weights.

Challenge yourself
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me music

Play some
music. Cre
ate a
routine usi
ng all 4 m
oves. Rep
as many ti
eat
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u can!

•	Can you work faster?
•	Can you push and
stretch further?
•	Can you move
for longer?

What next?
Try something similar
Aerobics, cheerleading,
boxercise, salsa, Zumba®

Try something different
Basketball, volleyball,
football, rugby, hockey

Log your activity and find more Tokyo Ten activities and resources at getset.co.uk/travel-tokyo
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